18 May 2015
Run No. 2369 “Sold The House Run”
Hares = Radar & Verbal Diarrhoea
Venue = Mt Gravatt Hotel, 1315 Logan Road, Mt Gravatt
It was about 5:30pm when Craft & I arrived at the venue. XXXX, JC, VD and Tweety arrived
shorty later. The night was dark and cold, with a bloody freezing wind (the “Arctic Blast”).
Conversation turned to Sir Kimbies recent failed outing to the Birdsville big bash with Jimmy
Barnes (does he have a hash name?) – after spending $$$’s on tickets, driving all the way out
west, sitting in queue for hours, and getting to within a few cars of entering, Kimbies suddenly
turned around and went home…..??
About 30 hashmen had arrived by the time Grand Master XXXX called the hares into the circle.
Apparently it wasn’t the run that Radar wanted to set, but there was ONE hill. We all reckoned
that would be the big bastard just up the road.
So off the runners went, to the first of many hills, up the rather steep “High Street” to a two way
and then a 360 on Mountain Street. Yours truly immediately sprinted off into the bush and up Mt
Gravatt Mountain, only to find that the trail actually led downhill via a laneway to Shire Road and
across Logan Road. Somewhere we turned up a path that led amongst the walkers, up a freakin
bastard of a hill for about three blocks, past Radar’s recently sold house, until we hit a “Check
Back” at Hawkwood Street. From here, Optus, JC and I looped around Greenfell, Clausen and
Invernmore Streets (the latter up another farkin long hill), to an impromptu regroup on
Panorama Place. Grewsome joined us shortly later, then Multiple Choice & Little Arse Play
arrived via a short-cut up Bakewell Street. We waited, but no sign of any of the other runners.
With only six runners left, the trail led up some rock steps, into the bush behind the crematorium
for around a kilometre, before popping out at a Re-Group on the corner of Nursery & David Rds.
We got badly caught out by a couple of CB’s near Skidmark’s old house, before running down
Oates Avenue and Cape Street. Another 360°, before we eventually found the way home via
Nursery and Logan Roads. Some ten minutes later, and the rest of the missing runners,
including Bugs and Royal Screw, appeared. See route and profile from Optus’ GPS, below.
XXXX formed the circle, and called forth the hares. Radar complained that, after his last run, it
was the first time he hadn’t been iced after haring a run. This run was also adjudged a good run,
despite Royal Screw stepping forth to display his bleeding arm, after taking a tumble in the
bush section. Radar & Verbal got down downs
XXXX had a couple of quick announcements, including the upcuming Black Tie Event on 17th
October at the Regatta Hotel, and next week’s Xmas in July joint run with the Harriettes at
Tarragindi Bowls Club. The latter required upfront payment from the hash club to secure the
venue, so everyone is encouraged to show up and pay for meals yer bastards (or else XXXX
will be sad?!).
Monk Swami Screw dragged forth several miscreants for special treatment as follows:
 Farcknutti – having s3x instead of going on bike ride with his mates
 LAP – allegedly got a new woman into the sack, but made a grab straight for the box,
instead of initially visiting the upstairs titty region for foreplay, then a knock at door – and
it’s the women’s two daughters. LAP forced to make a quick exit.
 Luftwaffe – more failures in trying to pick up women
 VD – telling everyone how to let down their tyres so they wouldn’t get a flat on recent
Birdsville trip, but forgot to do his own and got a flat.

By popular vote, LAP was SOTW.

The food was inside the Mt Gravatt Hotel, with Radar’s special meal deal of buying two meals
and get the second meal for only $8.
Run 9 / 10 (Top run, but not enough hills??)
Circle 8 / 10 (A quick circle with no icings, due to freezing weather)
Food 9 / 10 (1 point deducted for forgetting to put the bacon on Tweety’s Mixed Grill)
On on
Tinkerbell

